Igor Krupnik Selected List of Publications

Selected Publications in Arctic ethnology and environmental studies

Books


Editorial


1994 Guest Editor, *Etudes/Inuit/Studies*, Special Issue on Native Cultural Interactions in the Arctic (Vol.18, n.1-2).

**Books and Collections Submitted for Publication and in Preparation**


*Northern Ethnographic Landscapes: Perspectives from Circumpolar Nations.* Compiler and Editor (with Rachel Mason). International publication project sponsored by the U.S. Park Service, Alaska Office (to be published in 2002)


*The Yamal Legacy.* Collection of Russian anthropological translations on the Yamal peninsula and its native residents (manuscript). Editor and compiler.


**Selected Papers**


1995 Native People of the Russian Far East; Siberian Yupik; Chukchi; Koryak; Nivkh; Even; Amur River People. In: V. Chaussonnet (ed.) *Crossroads Alaska. Native Cultures of Alaska and Siberia*, Arctic Studies Center, Washington DC, pp.22-35;


